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	Kidney Failure Explained (Class Health), 9781859590706 (1859590705), Class Publishing, 2002

	This is a book about kidney failure. It has been written

	primarily for people with kidney failure. But, as any

	partner, friend or family member of a kidney patient

	knows, kidney failure is a family business. ‘They’ also

	usually want to know as much as possible (sometimes

	even more than the patient) about the disease. So this

	book is also for ‘them’, the silent support that keeps a

	kidney patient alive.





	The idea for this book came at the end of a dinner

	I had with a group of 20 or so peritoneal dialysis patients

	in 1995. I had gone away with them on an ‘adventure

	weekend’ to North Wales. It was a dark and blustery

	winter’s night. At the end of the meal, I asked them what

	they hated most about kidney failure. I expected answers

	like: ‘the arrogance of the doctors’, ‘having to take

	Calcichew tablets’, ‘the never ending drudgery of doing

	four peritoneal dialysis exchanges every day’. But I was

	wrong. The patients all said that the worst thing was the

	‘lack of information on kidney failure’.





	I knew I could give them what they wanted. So, that

	night, I promised them that I would write them a book

	describing all aspects of kidney failure. They said they

	wanted a book that was understandable, hard-hitting and

	truthful. They didn’t want to be patronised. They didn’t

	want wool pulling over their eyes. If kidney failure was to

	kill them, they wanted to know, and when, and why.

	So I make no apologies to those kidney patients who

	‘don’t want’ to know. I believe that they are only a small

	proportion of the total and that they probably will not

	buy this book anyway.





	The book would never have come to fruition without

	my co-author, Janet Wild, who has many years’

	experience as a senior kidney nurse. Janet and I have

	written most of the book. Five of the other chapters have

	been written or co-written by friends of ours, all of whom

	currently work in kidney medicine: Gemma Bircher

	(Diet), Peter Ellis (Dialysis), Jean Hooper (Psychological

	Aspects), Ian Lawrence and Catherine Nelson-Piercy

	(Sexual Problems). The new chapter on ‘Death and

	Dying’ has been written by Juliet Auer who has a

	background in social work and is currently Renal Support

	Manager at the Oxford Kidney Unit.





	As in all aspects of medicine, different doctors favour

	different ways of treating patients. I have tried to present

	the views of the majority in this book. I have also tried to

	point out controversial areas – either where we don’t

	really understand things (for example, why kidneys fail in

	the first place) or where there are real differences of

	opinion (such as which treatment is ‘the best’, or when a

	treatment is available in one kidney unit but not in

	another). The limitation of the treatments currently

	available is one of the themes of the book.





	Over the past few years, whenever I get frustrated

	about the inadequacies of the NHS or the England

	cricket team, my mind turns back to that dark night in

	Wales. I am glad that my computer somehow drew me to

	fulfil my promise.
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MODx Web Development - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2011

	MODx is a content management system and PHP web application framework rolled into one. With the ease of a CMS and the extensibility of a framework, MODx allows you to develop professional-looking, intricate websites via its easy-to-use interface and flexible architecture. MODx provides reusable code called snippets, most of which are so...


		

Advanced Cellular Network Planning and Optimisation: 2G/2.5G/3G...Evolution to 4GJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A highly practical guide rooted in theory to include the necessary background for taking the reader through the planning, implementation and management stages for each type of cellular network.
   Present day cellular networks are a mixture of the technologies like GSM, EGPRS and WCDMA. They even contain features of the technologies that will...


		

Nexus One For DummiesO'Reilly, 2010

	Exploit the full power of the revolutionary Google Nexus One superphone
	
		Nexus One is Google's answer to Apple’s iPhone and RIM's BlackBerry. Covering a range of how-to topics, from the most useful Nexus One features and tricks of the core applications, to techniques to get the...






	

DV Filmmaking: From Start to Finish : From Start to FinishO'Reilly, 2005
DV Filmmaking: From Start to Finish covers all  aspects of the new digital video frontier, for amateurs and professionals  alike--from the nuts and bolts of timecode and aspect ratio; to framing,  lighting, and sound recording; as well as editing, special effects creation, and...


		

Basics Marketing 01: Consumer BehaviourFairchild Books, 2009

	
		An up-to-the-moment overview of consumer behavior, this first book in the Basics Marketing series examines the role of consumers as individuals and decision makers. Using real-world examples, it explores the relationships between consumers and culture and looks at the impact of current trends, such as digital media and globalization, on...


		

Beginning Ajax with ASP.NETWrox Press, 2006
Ajax has the power to revolutionize the way web-based applications are designed. This book provides you with a thorough working knowledge of what Ajax has to offer and how to take full advantage of it in your application development.
    

    Following an exploration of how Ajax works with .NET, you'll get acquainted with DHTML, the...
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